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by Kelly Love
The University News
The question of feasibility set the tone of
last Thursday's public hearing on the IACI
(Idaho Association of Commerce and
Industry) recommendations for improving
higher education.
A sparse gathering of 35 persons met at
the Hall of Mirrors in Boise to voice their
concerns and question members of the Task
Force on issues concerning those recorn-
mendations,
The public hearing in Boise wasthe last
of eight public hearings and according to
some, the least heated-of the meetings.
The task force has made recom-
mendations about tuition, admission
standards, community colleges, a gover-
nance board, a board of regents for higher
education, and faculty salaries.
Testimony at the hearing focused on the
basic feasibility of the recommendations.
"The task force has missed the total
point," said Larry Mills, .a former Idaho
M ARIUS ZIRRA, A FORMER by Valerie Mead legislator. "It hasn't addressed the key'. Bucharest Ballet dancer who The University News question of how to get these recommen-. defected to the Wesl over '30 dations through the legislature.". years ago, became director of According to Mills, the recommen-
the American Festival Ballet Dance Center, in jazz dance; modern dance and aerobics. dations will not go through the legislature
a ballet school, in September. The teaching staff includes Zirra, Barbara unless the community "gets on this,"
Zirra, ongmallyof Romania, says he left Gile, Marla Hansen, and Heidi Bunting. which, in his opinion, has not been
that country because he was tired of always Zirra also will do choreography for the. happening. .
dancing or directing classic ballets. "I did company, joining Betsy Wistrich and Sam. According to Mills, higher education in
not ,!=.omE;.::lte~~_,for; m~tfOri!11,~~.~tl!,~', ~~_, L Ku~tjii!n i~ th~~ J;l!:p~ci~y.The firs~ pla~n:d .1t1ahQ,. can .not, afford to wait. for low
· says. "1 came here (to:the"'Umted States) , I performance. of ZI!Ta's chor~ography IS'IO.. ;Jegi~JMiveaccept~nce.,~of.the. __recorn,
because I wanted to do my ballets, ballets the spring repertory, which' wlU be per- menaations;,"Idahoans dori'rmove very
for my soul, which 1 could not at home." formed in Boise at the MorrisonCenter. fast, and I don't think that we have this
Before he came to ,pois'e, Zirra founded The ballet will be. Don Juan set to the much time," he warned.
and was artistic director of Stage 7 Dance music of Richard Strauss. Zirrasays Idaho Mills says that there is no way to get
theatre in San Diego. ·"1 began with 25 needs the "White Ballets", well-known quality education without spending money,
children,just a school. But because we had classic stories, at this point in its cultural adding, "this state has not done that."
class every day, and because they were so growth. Task force member Edward Osborne
dedicated, in two years. they became a Through the dance center's apprentice admitted that the recommendations were in
performing company. It was very difficult program,Zirra says, AFB will have the "a marketing phase."
to leave them." extra dancers for a corps de ballet ensemble John Clute, chairman of the task force,
. Zirra's reason for coming to Boise are which is necessary to stage classic ballets. . responded by saying, "First things first."
'complex. "Firstly," he says, "I came to Shelton said that the apprenticeships will Once the final recommendations are out, he
· help my friends, Betsy and Stephen." But not solve all the problems of trying to says, the task force will give thought to.
Zirra also feels that it is timefor him to perform the large-cast classic ballets. implementing them.
"put down some roots. Dancers are such Because AFB tours extensively, and mostly "We're getting a full day's time of the
gypsies, but at my age, it's time to settle in small communities, there are often legislature," Clute said. "We will make
down some." '. restrictions. due to space. ' sure that they understand as to why we're
,"With'the mountains here, it reminds me "In many of the communities where we making these recommendations."
of iny country," he says. "The climate in perform," Shelton says, "the only space
southern California is nothing like my available is, say, the high school gym. We
country." But he has other things planned. don't have the space for 20' dancers on
"Our purpose," Zirra says, "is to create ~ ZIRRA on page 12
art, and to sell the product of that art!' He '
says that he wants to create a strong
tradition of art Jn Boise through the
AmerlcanTestival Ballet company and
through his experience in the arts.
Eventually, Zirra would like the school
· to be able to train dancers for the company.
According to John Shelton, management
director for AFB, that goal still is not
within reach because it takes three or four
years for a dance school just to get '
. established. .
"From the students we will form a junior
company," Zirra says. "And if this' junior
company can become good enough, it will .
become well-known. locally, then perhaps>
regionally. Perhaps it will become known
nationally, but that is far from likely."
Dance classes'
The first step in Zirra'splanis the dance
center's opening. According to Shelton, the
school already has over 150 students, and
registt:ation is "expected to. continue ..well
into .October,· though.classes .already .bav,e, '
started. ..... ' . .... ,..
0 •. Theschocloffersclasses in 'aU levels of .
bailer frolIlbeglnningthrough ..advanced; .
includingJ)eginlling7dlisses Jor .adults and
pre.6alletclasses'for.children ages 3 t07:
Iil:additloidcip811et, claS~eSare offered .....
II,
Ii In this issue...
Master Zirrawill teach and choreograph ballet for AFE-Photo by Russ P. Markus.
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IAClplan'
feasibility
.questioned
Community colleges
Dr'. Charles Davis, chairman of the BSU
English Department, also testified.
"One has to be leery' if some of these
: recommendations are. accepted and others
ignored," he said. Davis said' that he
supported the report but was concerned
over the task force plan' to' build new
community colleges. ..
'Building new community colleges, he
said; would' be "showy and get more
.' . attention," but it could prove counter-
.. productive but not using available money
on already established schools .
. Davis also questioned the tuition
. proposal changes saying that it might be
too easy for the legislature to raise tuition
to obtain additional funds ina fiscal
crunch.
Davis did offer support for the task force
proposal to raise faculty salaries and to
. provide funds for sabbatical and travel
expenditures, calling it:"essential. " .
Shirley; Deagle 'agreedwith Davis' test-
imony.that salaries, need to be increased,
but she disagreed with the', task force'
recommemiationson the governance board
and community colJege funding.
Deagle, who represented .. the State
Advisery Council on Vocational
t
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Reader.·& Ad Sales people
needed
Applications at the info booth' in the SU:s~--
ParnassusBooks 344..7560
LJualil) U,~J Hardbound
B""k, B"Ul(hl "" .S"IJ
Literature. HbIOf\, Philosophv , Religion,
Cooking, Poetry, Drama, Children's.
Biograph), Travel. Social, Natural Science.
~h~ter), Espionage, and Suspense.
hours Monday, Saturday 11:00 am ' 6:00 pm
218. n. 9th Boise
And Much More
Geta._
GOOD-LOOK
DEVELOPED
IN ONE HOUR
Stop in and get a good
look In one hour.
675 Copllol Dlvd.
Dol••• Idaho _
0.2·799'
Mon •• Thurs. 6·9
Sun 11,"
Tool Mart
3701 Overland
343-1914
WeBuy
Tools
4 draw top box 3 draw roll away S 17Q00 set
. .
PRlVATE POSTAL
, 'BOX
~ $z.50 Month
The Postal Station
i626 S. Orchard
, (at Overland) ;
343-2324
FRESH FROM rns
ORCHARD TO YOU
Pure..cold apple cider
every Saturday (weather permitting)
Cider truck at Bob's
Meat & beverage
Broadway & Rossi
And D'allessandro's
bring your own jug & save
Robison Fruit Ranch
Sunny Slope
Caldwell. Idaho
459·7987
After 1:00
Weddings begin '.at Winfiel~<:-c .,...
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Caml!Dsnews
Campus~~iefs
.Jncarceration.In
..Ainerica '.'.
. 'A,'lect"ure/discussion focusing on ih~
purpose.S.lin1fsocial consequen~es()fin~
ca:rcera~ionjn America'will be' held hitoom
106' or the Liberal Arts Building' of Boise .
State University from 7to 10 p.mv-on
Thursday, Oct. 6. .
Dr. Jerry Jolley, associate professor of
. sociology from Lewis-Clark State College
will speak on "The History of Deviance,
Crime and Punishment."
Kenneth Allwine, assistant professor of
criminal justice at Lewis-Clark will speak
on "Life in Prison and the Resocialization
to Outside Life." Ron Schilling, Idaho
Second District judge will present "How
New Laws Affect Correctional Practices."
Dr. Shirlee Hennigan, Lewis-Clark as-
sociate professor of humanities, willserve
as discussion' facilitator.
The program is funded by the Associa-
tion for die Humanities in Idaho and
Lewis-Clark State College and is open to
the public at no charge. ,.
For further information, contact Dr:
Suzanne McCorkle, telephone 385-3928.
Archaeology
conference
The Idaho Archaeological Society will
hold its II th annual conference from 8 a.rn,
to 3:15 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 8 in room
106 of the Liberal Arts Building.
The conference, which is open to the
public, will feature speakers from Idaho
universities, the Idaho Historical Society,
the Bureau of Land Management and the .
Idaho Museum of Natural History ad-
dressing topics ranging from eagle catching
to computer applications to archaeology.
,The cost to attend the-series of 15-minute
talks is $4 for Archaeological Society
. members and the general public and $2 for
students and seniors.
Ii
Engineerto speak
"A Trucklineto Space" is the topic of it
slide and film presentation by Chuck Day,
project engineer at Rockwell International
for the NASA 'space-shuttle at 8 p.m,
Thursday, oct. 13.in room 106 of the
Liberal Arts Building.
Day's slide presentation will deal with the
preparation, launch, orbit and return of the
flights. The film to be shown is of 'the
seventh shuttle flightvHis presentation is
free and open to the public. It is being
sponsored by Sigma Xi club, and the Idaho
Science Teacher's Association and will be
presented again at an 1STA convention at
9:30 a.m. Friday, Oct. 14 in the Capital
High School auditorium for a charge of$1.
For more information, contact John
Allen at 385-1425.
Mid ..term .grades
Mid-term grades will notbe mailed this
semester. Students may pick upa copy of
their class schedule and mid-term grades
beginning at 8 a.m., Friday, Oct. 21, in the'
registrar's office at the Administration
Building, room 102.
Students must present their current
semester's activity card and photo identifi-
cation in order to pick up their grades. .
Debate
"Has higher education' sacrifiedquality
to guarantee that their graduates will get
jobs?"" .'
The BSU' debate team will debate that
question Oct. 12 at "1 p.m, in the Ada
Lounge. .
Students Diane Mannila and Richard
Wright will be joined by faculty Dr. Robert
R.Boren and Dr. Marvin Cox in the
debate. Deanna Weaver,ASBSUpresident,
will judge the debate. .' ",' ."
The second half hour will be devoted to
audieil,ce ·comment.
.. ' The program is free and
public.",
the
" .
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Onion short courses at BSU
'. ..".
by Paul~olt ,,", '
,the Universlty.News
I( you. 'ever wanted to waltz'confidently
aCrassaballroom, Camp'inthesnow,
.nippel dQwna breathtaking7O::footdiff, or
. perhap~even niilke your Own home brew,
. then the Union Short Courses at BStJ are
for you;
A brochure' describes 'the Union Short
Courses as a "low-cost, diverse collection
of practical self-help classes.".They are
also non-credit programs without academic
restrictions, bureaucratic requirements or a
formal class setting.
Although some of the courses may have a
small materials fee, all instruction time is
volunteered, and all classroom space
donated.
The courses are being offered to the BSU
community and to the general public.
According to Jim Kreider, director of
the Student Activities Office and program
coordinator for the short courses, the
purpose of the short courses is to promote
lifelong learning and lifelong teaching, and
to make people realize that they can get an
education outside of traditional methods.
This year's short course schedule will be
changed little from the successful spring
1983 format. Twenty-four classes, with
topics ranging from job-hunting techniques
to creative ice cream making, will be
offered.
A $3 nonrefundable registration fee will
be charged, plus an additional $1 for each
classtaken; " ., '.
Registration will begiriOct. 3 and will
continue until two days before each: class
starts. ' . ,', .,
. A catalog, available at locations through.
out theBSU campus, contains registration
information; forrris and all class dates and
times.
The Union Short Courses are part of
"The Free University" system that now.
operates at over..2oo centers across the
nation and serves over 300,000 people.
This is the third year that the courses are
being offered at BSU, and lessons learned
from the identification of problems in
previous years have helped improve the
offerings this fall.
A problem that appeared in 1981, when-
the program was initiated, and became
more apparent in the fall 1982 program,
was the cancellation of classes.
In the spring of 1981, 10 of 20 classes
were cancelled. That figure jumped to a 65
percent mortality rate for classes in the fall
of 1982, when only 81 people registered for
classes.
Kreider says that the reason for the large
number of cancellations was that "we gave
instructors too much control over whether'
or not to cancel their 'class."
Low enrollment also was due to offering
classes . too -late in jhe semester, and'
targeting: ~SU ..students instead of .the
.ge~eralpublic.asthe likeliest enrollees.
To correct these problems, spring 1983
classes were started earlier, 5,000 catalogs
were distributed throughout Boise and 36
classes were offered, only seven of which
were cancelled.
A total of 550 hours of instruction were
offered - 306 people registered for classes,
with a full 70 percent of them coming from
the community;
"The spring (1983) session was successful
because the problem areas were identified
from the fall session and many were
solved," Kreider says, adding, "At present,
we are generating more than the required
revenues to keep the program on a
self-generating basis."
In the future, Kreider says, the number
of courses will be held to 30 and
information gathered from previous years
will be used to indicate trends and provide
individuals with the type of courses they
desire.
"We still have room for improvement,
but on the whole this program is destined to
grow," .Kreider says.
Leary fills ballroom for speech
; .by Brian Mason
The University News
Timothy. Leary was, in his own words,
"breezing into Boise" late last week, giving
a press conference for the sceptical press
corps and a speech to some enthusiastic
followers in the SUB ballroom at BSU.
At the Wednesday afternoon press
conference, Leary said that "My message-is
the same it has been in the past. I am here
to agitate, to stir up independent. think-
ing."
He explained his philosophy, comparing
himself to Thomas Jefferson, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, "and "all the great libertarian
philosophers. "
"I'm not a guru," Leary said, "I'm a
cheerleader for change."
Leary said that he wanted to "inform
young people, make them aware, prepare
them for the future ... and cut through all
the disinformation and the flat out lying
that our government and religious leaders
have laid down about drugs.
"There's not much ofa drug problem in
this country," he said.
Leary also said that "The purpose of
human' life now is to evolve."
"If you don't want to change, move to
Idaho," he said. "And please, don't clutter
up the genetic pathway." , . , .
Six hours later in the day, at the SUB
ballroom,Leary immediately began with
what he considered his strongest punch.·
"Now is the moment when the American
spirit .is on' the move. Look at the forces
teaching you sin, guilt and hopelessness
right in the eye and say, 'We can't live this
way any longer"," he said. "My message Is. tbe samellS It, has been In, the ,past •. I·am here to agitate, to stir up
"I'm telling you this as ahumanistl Independent thinkIng," Leary said. Photo by Kathleen Kohlwey.
scientist,'" Leary said. "Don't let them
scare you. Keep moving ahead." ". That has led to new possibilities in what . Captain Kirk kind of stuff. Once we leave
Stressing his theories of evolution, Leary we know and how.we know it,according to the planet, we'll become the UFO's. Our
said that "I'm embarrassed to tell you, that Leary. "Your brain is perfect, for creating nerves. and our machines will be in
millions of Americans don't believe in . reality, for milking your own intelligence- symbiosis:
evolution;" "They've been brainwashed.i. it's just the old programming that's f.,-.-" it "Once you 76 million 'baby boom' kids
by a book; Look at thisBible-canyou. up," said Leary. '_'Our aim is togetmore .are in control,our trajectory will be higher..:
believe it? It was' put down by shepherds. . intelligent,itottodie for (God)," . faster, smarter," he said •.
God isa mafio coppo condominium owner Leary also told the gathering. tbat~ Mixed with these statements, Leary
in a squad car.".' , . metamorphic process Called neoteny could praised themembers of the assembly for.
"The Bible is a bizarre comic book speed up the, rate, of. evolution to '~Onetheinchievementsof decades past. "YOU
theory," Learycontinued shouting over lifetime," butthat the process only worked mowed down everYthing.in your pathway,"
rousing applause. . . . with teenagers, juveniles and adolescents·.he said. "YOU stopped that war; you
Leary then trained his guns elsewhere: "Avoid adulthood," Leary said. II Raise blew out 2,000 years 'of hyprocrisy." ,." . '.
"Darwinian evolution was disastrous," he up,rebel against t.hesystem,and.wh~nyourpolitically speaking,' Leary described
said, iii that "s.urvival of the fittest,after agegrou~ comes mt() power,:youwdl have -those gathered as "neither liberal nor
four billion years" only led to bigger and the techmq~e~topro~ong.youth~ulne~~." conservative. You're strong, realistic;aiid'
better rape." ,'. . As ~e fmlshed .hlssp~ech o~The P"---- off. The dinosaur geriatric Reagans
According to Leary, Steve Wozniak of EV~I~tlon ,,~~,Intelhge~ce m,~pecle~a~dandTip'O'Neillsdol)'t-know that.
Apple computer fame made "the big Indlvlduals,:I,.eary.salgthat all thiS wl1l . ," "By the time you take over, they'Ube
break-through." The computer hascom¢a~t?ut nllturalJX·.MaYbew~'llhavea: 'gone;The~ewillbeno.need to protest. By .
"opened the' notion of ,',non-col!trolled ?e\VPO~ltlcalpart~.1l1Inmgaste~0'd.s.t? ~tart< 1988,You '1l5ontror America politically,"
books that give you akick,~:·)..ellty.,sa'df:"'. It .off. Huffil\l1S, are·: e?tplorers. It s· the,_ ,!t"i.'" ;,": ..... ,. ',.
. - ":. -: .. ' ..'> '. I. ~:,<i~',f.j:,;,·-':<::,,", , _.,:> 7:/ 'i;;.~;;;:~~.:~~~..&.~:i~::-"):'." .' ,".~,,:,.,:. . ."J,,~... :l or ,,1 t~, Of' ~ ~. .,,~ ~ ! \L.::':;; ", '~: t-1- ~ ,;.. .... "'~ : ... ~(_ ... ,~. 1"'"~"'.. ..,i A H~' ""J- ~"> \ ~
"', . '.~:·u> .-, '-,' :}</~,,~-:::.,\-;:·~f'.~~~·<':~::;~;: :.':': -.- .-. . .. ;,,", .' c ':-;'-, :'~:·.i_<~··r<->~?:..~.
- -~_._-------- ... " _.".. '" .. - . - .. -. - - - - .'. :;';"~"_-.o;z:.. '::._.-,_.~,:", ...~., :'-:.,7";7~;:~;'""':'''''~~~":",,,'':'"-"-;_~"~"""""''''7'''''=~~~'''''7~;;'''';''''~~~~~:~-~::'~~. ..t
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Campus briefs
" .:
City's contribution during FY 1984,would
have 'increal!edto $11,556. The City, of
Boise will hold a public hearing October II" "
1983, for .the: purpose of receiving com- '
,ments on the curtailment. of service; ,The
hearing will be held in the Bonneville'Room '
at 8:00 p.m, Written comments can be sent
to Boise Urban Stages,300.s. Avenue A,
Boise; ID83702. Copies will be forwarded
by bus to the City of Garden City; "
refresher
course
The Area Health Education Consortium
(AHEC) will sponsor a refresher course for
registered nurses. '
The course -is based on self-study,
modules and a clinical component, which
includes 64 hours of class time and 80 hours
of clinical experience.
The participants' will be expected to '
complete the self-study modules, which are
available through AHEC, prior to the
clinical session.which begins Jan. 10, 1984.
The registration deadline is Nov. 1,1983.
For more information and registration
materials contact AHEC, V.A. Medical
Center, 5th and Fort streets, Boise, Idaho,
83702, or phone 338-7205.
Bits service
Effective Oct. 31,1983, Boise Urban
Stages will no longer be providing service to
Garden City. According to Boise Urban
Stages General Manager Len Engel, he was
notified September 19, 1983, by Garden
City Mayor, Margaret Mockwitz that the
City of Garden City has, not budgeted
support to Boise Urban Stages. Under an
agreement negotiated in 1976 between,
Boise and Garden City, Boise Urban Stages
has been operating bus service through
Garden City. According, to Bngel, Garden
=
Summer.research "
The National 'Endowment' for the
Humanities has announced a new grants
program for individuals under 21 to carry ,
, out their own non-credit humanities re-
,search projects during the, slimmer of 1984.
The Younger Scholars Program will-award-
up to lQO grants nationally for outstanding
research 'and Writing' projects' in such fields
as,' history, philosophy and the study of
literature. These projects will be carried out
during Ulesummerof 1984. The appli-
cation deadline is November 15,1983.
Award recipients will be, expected to'
work full-time for nine weeks during the
summer, researching .and writing a human-
ities paper under the close supervision of a
humanities scholar. Please note that this is
not a finanicial aid program, and no
academic .eredit should be sought for the
projects.
A booklet of guidelines and application
instructions should be available for photo-
copying at the campus student placement
office, or write to: Younger Scholars
Guidelines, Room 426, The National
Endowment for the Humanities, Washing.
ton, D.C. 20506.
Call for art entries
BSU is participating in the Association of
College Unions-International Committee
on the Arts traveling exhibit.
Students interested in having their works
considered for the show should submit their
art to Jim Kreider in the Student Activities
Office on the second floor of the SUB by
Oct. 21.
Works from BSU and other participating
, schools will be judged by professionals at
the ACU-I regional conference on Oct. 27,
28 and 29 in Seattle. The best works will
-become part of the traveling art exhibit,
which will be hosted by each of the ACU-I
schools in the Pacific northwest.
At the next conference meeting the art
, .will be auctioned, if the artist wishes, to
schools or individuals who are interested in .
building their permanent collections.
A salute to
Boise State Broncos
front First SecurityBank
Collect a piece of Idaho pride!
Now, for a limited time when you open a savings;
checking or certificate account with qualifying
amounts, or add to an existing savings or certificateac-
count .with qualifying amounts at First Security Bank,
you Will receive free, or at a specialprice", your' choice ·Free buckle only With qualifying deposit, Consult chart for details.
of these exclusive collegiate buckles from The New, ?f~er limited to i~dividual accounts while supplies last.Supplies are
r limited and exclusive to First Security Bank.
Idaho Buckle Collection. These solid brass", expertly
handcrafted buckles depict emblems from Idaho col- ··Silver buckles lind buckle plaques available by special order at the
new accou~ts desk. Other designs not shown here are also available.
leges and universities. These collector items are hand Sales taxWill be added to all buckle purchases. Substantial penalty for
cast from sand molds and carefully hand finished. Each early withdrawal on certificate accounts.
comes in a sue~e le~ther po.u~h with individual serial To Idaho, with Pride: The New Idaho Buckle Collection
number and registration certificate. only at First Security Bank. " '(i-)~:~:et YO",C(i)o:;;nd',ii:~;visit~"(ff::7:U.
, 000.<° ...., Irl'\.'?I.~~,.'.'".",~.' • -:'/,' , , . _.,./ -~~
" I ;
C:::'::itt',' • s,:'/:Z!::"" ", ' AP:'~~Q_, ,;"' ~
, , ' ~ ldQhQSkttr~
$5,000-$24.999 $25,000 or $500-$4,999 No
Deposit More Deposit Deposit Deposit
Any Buckle FREE 2 FREE $7.95 $12.95
FirstSI!t:lIritY Bilnk
OFIDAHOt N.A.
McmberFDIC
Prldeyou can bank on,
Submissionsmay.be,no's.nalle(than )2"
by 12"1l.ndnQ'larger than36"by36".
'Works should not beJramed;ibutmust be
matted.vOnly two~dimensional' pieces of
less than one-half inch thickness will be
accepted. 'The artwork,wiU be-Insured for
$200 aud vno .work with areal value
exceeding $200 will be considered for the
exhibit. ' , '.
Social worker' s
.calender
Thecrgariization of Student Social
Workers-meets from9to 9:30 a.m.' on
"Mondays ill the Social Work Department
offices on the seventh .flooriof the
EducationBuilding. Interested, students are
urged to attend. '
Memberships are $3 a year for social work
students and $1.50 a year for. non-majors.
In past years, OSSW has brought in major
speakers, sponsored conferences and work-
shops and supported political actions on
campus.
This year a variety of programs is
planned, including workshops with Dr.
Janice De Lange on treating depression and
lack of self esteem in women', and a
campaign to help change voter registration
in Idaho. ' '
For more information, attend a meeting,
or leave your name and telephone number
with the social work office,385-1568.
Tt:w
Pet CORllection
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forever, And that's
important, Because.good
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THE GREAT
"AMERICAN
ISM, ,0,,KE,,0,UT, "
t~CANCERSOQETY'
KurtVonnegut speaks at C of I
bY-Jesse Faulkner and Josephine Jones
The University News "Frank Sinatra' sings for the' wholecountry. That's why he's paid trillions and
trillions."
He said that .largely due to television, .
local artists aren't good enough to hold our
attention. We have to have world champion
artists.
When asked if he considered himself a
world champion writer, he said, "Yes .. J
set standards. My books sell all over the
place. But I'm sorry that regional literature
has disappeared. Seems wrong I couldn't
stay in Indianapolis."
He said that the problem with creative
writing courses today is that they raise
expectations that really can't be fulfilled.
He said that he really had it' very easy as a
writer,because he became an adult when
there was a huge storytelling industry. The
magazines were ravenous for stories.
He added that today, "A lot of people
hope to become writers. It can payoff and
you don't take bunk from anybody. It's
like a World War I attack-a handful get to
the enemy trenches, but the casualties are
tremendous ... · .
At his lecture later that evening,
Vonnegut continued on that theme, saying, .
"Idon't think people should be encouraged ,
.Kurt Vonnegut Jr. is known for his
books,most notably, Slaughterhouse Five.
But he says that he would like to be
remembered for the social conventions in
those books. .
Vonnegut spoke at the College of Idaho
Thursday night to a crowd of 750. His topic
was, "How to get a job like mine."
"I have a good job, and I have no boss,
and I can live anywhere in the world and I
make the big bucks and I'm a celebrity," he
said, adding, "It hasn't been easy. "
At a press conference earlier-that day his
eyes were reddened and partially closed as
he sat down behind the microphones facing
the TV 'cameras and. said, "Just like the
electric chair, I'm sure it can't be any
different. ..
Vonnegut pointed.out that.Boise was two
times the size of Athens in the Golden Age,
and asked, "Where are the sculptors and
philosophers? ..
He said that America had been put
through a blender and "it's too bad
because we lost regional participation in the
. arts.;~· . . .
IACI continued from front page
• Education, said that the recommendations
on how to finance the governing board and
community colleges had "far reaching
ramifications on Idaho taxpayers."
According to her, approval. of such a .
plan would not be appropriate at this time.
"I think the ability of Idaho to fund such
an expanded system must be questioned,"
she said.
The task force estimated the total cost of
implementing its plan at $14 million,
although members noted that the money
would not be needed all at once.
An audien~e member then asked if the
. $14 million figure 'represented the cost of
implementing the 'entire plan in 1984, or it
it included estimated' costs of inflation if
the plan is implemented in five to 10 years,
Osborne said the estimated custs were
figured only at 1982 prices.
An audience member also asked the task
force if it had thought about where the $14
million needed for the community colleges
would come from.
Clute said that the task force will leave
that up to the legislature. . ..
Audience members asked about Lewis
and Clark State College proposals that
eventually would discontinue the school's
status as a four-year institution, and would
designate it as northern Idaho's two-year
community college .
Joan Tull, a Boise. area teacher voiced
t'!a~fk3°J)·~lJcrJJb1 <f3 £:~t:EM~(l1~
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to be writers. It's a form of rebellion
against your parents in this country.
"But it doesn't have to be a form of
rebellion. In my case, the only way
anybodyjn my family has been able to earn'
a living is in the arts .•. as a painter or an
architect or whatever, and so in effect I've
had to take over the family gas station ...
"But I tell crowds like this if you really
want to hurt your parents and you don't
have nerve enough to become homo-
sexual. .. "
Vonnegut believes it is unlucky to be
young today. He blames that on the
technological change in our society, "be-
cause progress seems bound and deter-
mined to make as many of you as possible,
useless.' "The nagging question your
generation has to answer is this: What are
people for?"
He also answered the "burning question
of the moment in that hot coal of burning
questions in the heart of each and everyone
of you .,;" No, he does not use a word
processor nor does he plan on using one. It
.would put the woman who types his
manuscripts out of work, he said, adding
.that ~e:was the egemy of techpological
. progress:,t~at -harrns mankind" ,a~d that
typewriters are good for everybody.
We have overlooked, though, one of the
most dangerous addicts in America. Ther
person who is addicted to preparation for
war, Vonnegut said;
This addict is the most dangerous,
according to Vonnegut, because his ad-
diction hurts not only himself, but millions
of others. The alcoholic can satisfy his
addiction with a can of beer or a bottle of
wine. but the person addicted to prepar-
ation for war has to have a trident
submarine, he said.
When it gets to the point where we stop
providing people with clothes, and food
arid housing so that we can satisfy
sorneones addiction, we need to put a stop
to if. Vonnegut said. "When a national
leader or a neighbor starts talking about a
new weapon that's only going to cost $3
I
trillion, we should say, 'Honest to god, I
couldn't feel sorrier for you if I'd watched
you wash down a handful of amphetamines
with a pirit Of Southern Comfort," he said.
- Pitying the addict, though, does not
mean supplying them with the source of
their addiction, he continued. "We have
.mistaken again and again for leaders, sick
.. people, Let us stopencouragingthem."
concern with that-rproposal, sayin.B~';tliat! x."and community le"ders.. . .
although Lewis' and Clark State ColIege r . -'X;lute said that he was surprised by the
issued only 66' baccalaureate degrees in :0' light turnout and. sparse renresentation at
1978, the college issued 159 baccalaureate the meeting from BSU. Clute said that he
degrees in 1983. EnrolIment in upper expected more response from BSU, in part
division classes at the institution increased because of BSt) President John Keiser's
from 173 t0291 injust three years, she said. voiced displeasure with some of the
"That's a much greater percentage (68 recommendation.s.. .
percent) than any other university in the With the public hearings over! the task
state, "she said, defending the school. force is in the process of preparing its final
Three membersof the task force presided recommendations, which will be made
over the meeting: Clute, Osborne and Dr. public next month.
John Augenblick. Deanna Weaver, ASBSU Clute says that he's found a generably
president, who served on the task force favorable reaction to all but one of the
advisorary board also attended. elements in the report.
The. majority of the audience was "The community college proposal is
composed of business leaders, area teachers being looked at very closely," said Crute,
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Probable
location
Accounting; 3.0 Min. Boise -
GPA; no pre-screening
except for alternates;
May Grads only; first-
come first-serve sign-
ups
Bachelors degree in Branch within
Business or related Idaho
field; 3.0 minimum
GPA; Dec. Grads only
Accounting; Dec. '83, Anchorage, Alaska
May & Summer '84 Grads;
3.0 minimum GPA --
They will pre-screen--Files must be complete by October 5th.
Check in afternoon of October 12th to see if selected & to
schedule an interview appointment.
Date of
visit
. i Desired major requirements Position
Staff Accountant
Management Trainee
Staff Accountant
Staff Accountant
10/10-1 I COOPERS & LYBRAND
§PBUDGET BRlDEL SHOP lf:J 940 B Caldwell Blvd. Nampa ISAVE ON
used Gowns-Vetls-Hats-Accessortes _ I
Formals,Flowers'Decora~~~s'R~
GRANT'S TR'UCK & CARS-TOP
A complete menu 24 hrs.
Try us for on Q.!!m' W\1f treat
184 - BROADWAY INTERCHANGE
Company
10112/83 IDAHO FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
P-REGNANT? NEED HElP?
'call 342,1898'
. BIRTHRIGHT of Boise
,f!et} pregnancy tes.t & counseling
2419 W. State, no, 9
Boise, Idaho 83703
A-I Budget Repair
~' E)' ,.,'I'cl
"'110':>£' ~
Ron Casper \ ern ( ole
500 E .50th
Garden City, Idaho 83704
(208) 375,1897
This week only
Tune up most cars 38.50
Oil change 15.00
Call for appo'intment 9,6 p.m:
10/17/83 BIGLER, KOHLER &
OBENDORF
10/18/83 TOUCHE ROSS Accounting: Dec. '83, Boise Boise
May & Summer '84 Grads
They will pre-screen--sign interest list; placement file must be
complete by Oct. 5th for Oct. 7th screening .. Letters will
be sent to everyone on the interest list by Oct. 12th.
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Clinton Exley,' Boise, is an aviatior.
management major involved in the ROTC
program.
"I feel I'd like to be involved in student
government and see if there isn't something
I can contribute to the university," he says.
He supports the Theatre Referendum. ..
Exley also advocates "the wise. use and
•proper allocation of all funds to enhance
.A$13SI.Jcandidates prepare tor 'elections.
, .
by Edith Decker and Paul Holt
The University News' Brent Huddleston is from Twin Falls and
is working toward an Associate degree' in'
applied science. He works in the BSU
machine shop.
"I feel I cando the college and
vocational department some good," Hud-
dleston says.
"I would like some order in the way the
clubsare getting their money," he says. "It
should not be by the popularity of the club
but by their real needs." If elected,
Huddleston says he would like student
funds allocated in "a business-like man-
ner. "
He had no comment on the Theatre
Referendum.
ASBSU student elections will. be held
Oct. II and 12.
This semester, five senate positions, one
from each school, are open. The candidates
chosen: to fill those positions, along with
the senators already in office, will control a
budgetof over $300,000.
Though part of the fees for each full-time
student go into student government
accounts, only 700 of 8,000 eligible
students cast votes in the last election.
, Although students also will vote on one
referendum and Mr. and Miss BSU
candidates (see related stories in this issue), .
the focus of the election is on the student
senate races.
The following is a' school- by-school
account of the fall candidates.
Business
Clinton R. Exley and Mike Villa are
running for senator in the School of
Business.
Jacquelyn Russell, the incumbent, is a
political science/international relations
major from San Antonio, Texas.
She advocates "a proportional equality
in money allocated to clubs, -.academics,
sports 'and recreational (activities)."
"I personally would like to see more
communication between the ASBSU and
BSU students," she says.
She endorses the Theatre Referendum .•
Russell believes that she should be
re-elected because, "I think I've done a
good job so far and it's important to me to
get involved in student affairs."
Arts and Sciences
Jeffrey Dearing, Richard Wright and
Jacquelyn Russell are running for senator
from the School of Arts and Sciences'.
Jeffrey Dearing is a mass communication
major from Boise. He works for the
campus radio station, KBSU, and for The
University News.
He advocates "more on-campus, stu-
dent-only jobs," and "getting the parking
situation straightened out."
He also favors raising the university
GPA requirement and increasing student
involvement "in all facets of the univer-
sity. "
"I'm basically the average' student's
candidate," he says.
Vo..tech
Brent Huddleston and Colleen Gaye
Grimmett are vying for the open senatorial
seat in the School of 'Vocational-technical
Education.
Mike Villa is a business/economics
major from Idaho Falls. He is on the
debate team and involved in the Alpha
Kappa Psi Business Fraternity. .
,Villa backs the Theatre Referendum
because "students should have an opportu-
nity to get a taste of the finer arts."
He says "the main purpose of the senate
is to allocate the over $300,000." If elected,
he says that he will "help formulate a more
equitable distribution of student funds to
clubs and organizations."
He favors free, '(isitor's parking passes, '. Jr',
cheaper student rates for pavilion events . >
and a review of campus committees.
Colleen Gaye Grimmett, of Moses Lake,
Wash., is an"industrial electronics major.
She is running to "get more adequate
vocational/technical representation in the
overall events."
She had no comment on the Theatre"
Referendum.
'Grimmett's major concern is over the
rising cost of BSU education.
Richard Wright is a political science
major from Napa, CaIff. He is a member of
the Reader's .Theatre Organization and
enjoys debating.
Wright says that he supports the Theatre
Referendum, which asks for a $1 student
fee increase for productions in the theatre
arts department. If passed by the students,
the referendum 'will allow, students' free
admission to, and' preferential seating at,
department plays. ,
He also supports increased funding of
the campus radio station,.KBSU.
"We need more expedient funding of
groups and clubs," he says. "Communica-
tion and theatre arts are being cut back so
that they can't fund beneficial projects.
They deserve a stronger voice. " '
Wright also' advocates a' more efficient
division of student funds and better
recognition for BSU's performing arts.
Theatre department seeks $1fee
'.:. "_-'.-;';.~~:_:::--::-=-'~-~::'~.=-:=,:;-":;~~~.-:..-~-~'..=:;::';-.~~:", "_~~~-~~"~'~~~~,~~;~~~,;.~;'~;~;=J;'.~.~::"_k~::;;~;.~~~~~~;::=~-:.;L~::.:::;;~~~£~:::-~.. ~;~~.'!.,.
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student participation," the optimal use of
facilities, and "an open door policy to
encourage student involvement and ideasin
and for BSU."
ASBSU elections will be held Oct. 11
and 12.
Polls will be located in the SUB, the
Science-Education Building, the
Business Building and the Yo-Tech
Building. .
Polling hours will be from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. on both days, except for the
SUB polling location, which will be
open from 9 a.m, to 7 p.m, on the first
day of voting Oct. I 1.
Students who wish to vote will need
to present a student activity card and '
.one other form of identification with a '
signature.
Students Will, sign their name
and student number, and if the
signatures match, the' student will be
given a ballot .
••As long as the signatures all match,
they'll get a ballot," says Jim Kreider,
BSU's student activities adviser.
by Kelly Everitt' from .the. politics of the (student govern- of funds from the senate)," Jung says. Students" will' be' voting on: .one
The University News ment) budgeting process," .says Richard Last spring, the senate allocated $14,000 referendum, the Theatre Referendum;
Jung, ASBSUvicepresident and a theatre: to pay for a portion of thesix,plays fiveopCnsenateseats:andforMr. and
. BSU students will be asked during the major who is serving as spokesman for the scheduled by the theatre department to be Miss BSU. . ,
student elections Oct. 11-12 to end control referendum effort. ' , produced this year. The remaining financial Results of the voting win be made
overfunding oftheatre department produc- In the past, theatre department produc-. needs of the department for the plays, will . officially '-at ~,' reception in the Ada .
tions by the student governmentsenate: ,crions'were funded bytne- senate "irom ' bC·obt8inedrrCliJfticket-sliIesand~ollier-L\iungeofihcSUBata.pproximatciy5'~
The Theatre Referendum asks students ASBSU funds. But,"When we,came to the outside sources. p.m., Oct; .ia .'
to agree to a $1 increase in student fees that. senate, it just depended on their mood how' If the referendum Is ;,'approved, the Mr.'and Miss BSU winners, how.
would be dedicated to 'paying for. theatre much money we' got," Jung says, noting department anticipates it will receive about ever, \Yill not be announced until
department productions. Jfapproved, the that the theatre department was competing SIS,OOOduring the two semesters .•of the halftime ofBSU's homecoming game,
increase would go into effect with the fees with other. clubs and organizations fora 1983-84 academic year. , ..,'" Nov; S; , "
paid for the fallJ984 semester. , share of the ASBSU budget. "Wecould . JUrigcitesseveraladvantageS to'studenh ,Voti~equipment, b()()ths,bailots'
The, referendum was proPosed by the never really budget and (lid~llately) plan ,anda C4;lIllputerforcl,)untingvotesare
theatre :department.' last' semester because ahead ,for, prod,_u,~ons ~use' ~~ .never ,,-. S1.1Pp~ed ,'rot,' .Ute; '¢lectio~., by i_~~,~~a'
the del'artment. I'want~to remov~ ,itself' knew whatwewerego~ to get (in the way ',.,SeeT~~l:Rf: ,on pagelZ ·'·,cQunty;ElectionComDtiSsioll:,.;.",J··ILl:':~:'-':::=--=-=::=:;:.:..J..::~~'::::':=':::':::.J:L.l4+-~~' '~"",~.;'-';':4'" ... ~. ...~;;:'. ~""~""i': '~" ":""~' ._"~:""'~'" ':o~.,:,. :~"""c;~:, ~'-- ",th.~~r·;~~ber:6:j.i.?f.~..~••iire,J!ni"~l1iiY~.N~lVS,:!.;:,
Education
Dennis Earl White, the incumbent, is the
only candidate running' for the vacant
School of Education senate seat. He'
could not be reached for comment. He is an
education major from Boise and is involved
in ROTC,
Health sciences
Dave Ball is a health sciences major and a
member of the honors program.
He endorses the Theatre Referendum
and also advocates increasing academic
standards cit BSU.
If elected, he'd like a chance to look at
the policies and procedures since students
, "don't have enough say in things."
~
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Calerrdar .
Thursday, October 6
, ,
Art Lecture, "Aspects and Origins of
Arranged Image Photography," given by
Sandy Harthorn at the Boise Gallery of
Arts, 8 p.m., free.
Concert, Charlie Maguire, Lookout,
SUB, IIp.m., free
Friday, October 7
Concert, Faculty Artists Series, Carroll
Meyer, Galindo Rodriguez, and Michael
Samball, SPEC, 8: 15 p.m., free.
Hispanic Film- Festival, Los Olvidados
and Greaser's Palace, 7 p.rn., Ed. 1rz.
tickets $1 for BSU personnel, students and
seniors (with ID), $2.50 general.
Saturday, October 8
Farmers Market corner of Curtis and
Franklin Rd., 9 a.m, till noon.
Hispanic Film Festival Brooms of
Mexico and Yo Soy Chicano, 7 p.rn., Ed.
112, tickets$1 for BSU personnel, students
(with ID) and seniors, $2.50 general.
Sunday, October 9
Bluegrass Concert, Robin Flower Band,
7 p.m.,SUB Ballroom, tickets $6 general,
$5 students at the door.
Hispanic Film Festival, Alambrista, 7
-p.m., Ed. 112, tickets $2.50 general, $1
BSU personnel, Students (with ID), and
seniors.
Monday, October 10
BSU Studies Abroad slide presentation,
noon and again at 3:30 p.m. in the Boisean
Lounge of the Student Union Building. For
further information contact Glenna
Crawforth, telephone 385-3652.
Tuesday, October 11
ASBSU General Election
Wednesday, October 12
ASBSU General Election
Death of a Salesman, Spec, playing
through Oct. 15
Friday, October 14
Four Star Film Series, Best Boy, 7 p.m.,
Ada Lounge, SUB, tickets $2.50 general. $1
BSU personnel, students (with ID) and
seniors.
Wuthering Heights, Boise Little Theatre,
running through Oct. 22, tickets $4, curtain
8:15 p.m,
Sunday, October 16
Concert, Concert Band and Meister-
sjngers, -Music Auditorium, 8:15 p.m.,
tickets at door.
The BSU Guitar Society Workshop at 6
p.rn. in the Music-Drama Building, room
111 will feature Ellis Woodsworth.
A Strad Cello Recital will be given a18: 15
p.m. in the Special Events Center featuring
guest artist Kristi Bjarnason.
Potemkin, film, 7:00 p.m.,.BSU Student
Union, Ada Lounge; Director Sergei
Einsenstein's most famous film. It depicts
the mutiny aboard a cruiser of the Czar
during the 1905 uprising. Made in 1925, it is
consistantly voted, one, of the ten greatest
films of all time.
8:15 p.m, Film, The Cranes are Flying,
BSU Student Union, Ada Lounge; One of
the most honored Soviet films of all time, a
1957 Cannes Film Festival Winner. A
simple, moving love story.
Monday, October 17
Concert band and the Melsterslngers will
perform in the Music Auditorium at 8:15
p.m. The band will be directed by Mel
Shelton and the Meistersingers "by Dr.
Wilber Elliot. Tickets may be purchased at
the door and are -$4 for·-aduiis; -$2 --ioT
students and senior citizens. BSU students
and personnel are admitted free.
Deadline to dropladd.Nodelln's signature
required. Take completed forms to regi-
strar's office. .
CeIl()Itec1tai, I{ri~ti Bjafnason,' 8:'15
p.m, SPEC, tickets at door. ",
Russian Films, Potemkin and The
Cranes are Flying, Ada lounge, SUB, 7
p.m., free. . ,
Tuesday, October 18
Children's Story Hour, Russian Folk
Tales. 4:30-5:00 p.m, Boise Public Library.
Twelve Chairs, film,' Boise Public
Library, 7:30 p.m." A Soviet, produced
comedy about bourgeois fortune huntersin
post-revolutionary Russia.
I .
Top tube, . Photography
exhibit
Thursday, Oct. 6
8 p.m., The Emigrant Saga, Part I, Liv
Ullmann, Max Von Sydon. A Swedish
couple boards a ship for America, the land
of promise. (first of three parts), KAID-4
Friday, Oct. 7
9 p.m., The Emigrant Saga, Part Tl, "A "
New Beginning." The immigrants reach
New York, and although eager to get to'
Minnesota, they are ill-prepared for the
difficult journey, KAID-4
Saturday, Oct. 8 •
I p.m., Duck Soup, the Marx Brothers.
Groucho becomes a dictator in a mythical
country, while Chico and Harpo run a
peanut stand and spy. KIVI-6
9 p.m, The Emigrant Saga, Part Ill,
"The New Land." Carl and Christina have
carved out a homestead, but new problems
occur, including the Civil War. KAID-4.
Monday, Oct. 10
9 p.m., Great Performances: Lincoln
Center Special, "New York City Ballet:
Balanchine Ballets," KAID-4.
Tuesday, Oct. 11
10 p.rn., Never Turn Back: The Life of
Fannie Lou Hammer. Debbie Allen
narrates this documentary about the '60s
activist, KAID-4.
Friday, Oct. 14
9 p.m, Inside Story, examination of news
coverage in Nicaragua, KAID-4
Saturday, Oct. 15
10:30 p.m., The Pink Panther Strikes
Again, Peter Sellers, Herbert Lorn, Colin
Blakely. Inspector Dreyfuss becomes an
arch villain willing to destroy the world just
to get Clouseau, and Clouseau is the only
man capable of bringing him to justice.
KTRV-12.
Sunday, Oct. 16
Noon, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,
Marilyn Monroe.Tane Russell. Two show-
girls go to Paris seeking rich husbands, and
end up in police court, musical, KTRV-12.
Monday, o«. 17
9 p.m., The' Shakespeare Plays,
"Macbeth", KAID-~.
Radio" rave
Tuesday, October 11
5:00 p.m., Afterwork Special, Eurhyth-
mics, Sweet Dreams are Made of This;
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Thursday, October 13
5:00 p.rn., Afterwork Special, Laura
Nyro, 'Eli and the 13th Confession,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, October 14
5:00 p.m., Afterwork Special, Paul
Butterfield, Better Days,KBSU-FM,91.3.
Tuesday, October, 18
5:00 p.m., Afterwork Special, John
Mayan, Blues Breakers, KBSU-FM,91.3.
Wednesday, October 19 .
, 5:00 p.m;,AjterworkSpecial,Harry
Nilsson, Aerial Ballet, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
"Arranged Image Photography," an
exhibition at the Boise Gallery of Art from Oct.
1 through Nov. 6, explores the direction in art
photography where subject matter is assembled
or arranged specifically for the camera.
The gallery's photography collection will
provide the core of the exhibition, including
works by many contemporary arranged-image
photographers. -
A series of programs will be held in
conjunction with the exhibition. On Thursday,
. Oct. 6 at 8 p.m., Sandy Harthorn, curator of the
'exhibition, will talk on "The Aspects and '
Origins of Arranged Image Photography."
On Thursday , Oct. 20 at 8 p.m., arranged
image photographers Marsha Burns, Reed
Estabrook and Mark McFadden will discuss
issues in contemporary photography.
Audience participation will be encouraged. A
slide presentation also is planned for this
evening.
The Gallery is open Tuesday through Friday,
from 10a.rn, to 5 p.m., and weekends from
noon 'to 5 p.m,
Music department
faculty artist series
Boise.State University faculty members Dr.
,Michael Samball and Galindo Rodriguez will
open the 1983-84 Faculty ArtistSeries with a
trombone and trumpet performance, Friday,
Oct. 7 at 8: 15p.m. in the Special Events Center.
Admission is $4 for tlie 'public; $2 for senior
citizens and students. BSU students and
personnel will be admitted free of charge.
The concert will open with Matthias
Weckmann's "Sonata a 4" and will include
selections from the 1954 "Concertino for
Trombone and Woodwind," Paul Hindemith's
"Sonata for Trumpet and Piano," and Edgard '
Varese's "Octandre."
The duo will be assisted by Dr. Gerald
Schroeder, piano; Robert Billington, flute;
Jeanne Belfy, oboe; John Hamilton, bass;
Pamela Howard, horn; Brent Jensen, clarinet;
Dr. Karen Krout, violin; Patty Paulson
bassoon; and Dr.Constance Speake,
-"harpsichord. Dr. John Baldwin will conduct.
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The Robin Flower Bluegrass band will appear
in concert in the SUB Ballroom on Sunday, Oct.
9 at 7 p.m. Tickets are $5 for BSU students and
$6 for the general public.
tl
3,Bluegrass concert
1-1",,,,_.0,, " ........IU:11_:..:_.: __
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exhibit works '
BSUfacu!tymembersGaye H~pes and.~o~n I sh
Killmaster are the featured artists in the exhibit,
which is open Monday through Friday from 9
a.m, to 5 p.m, An shows are open to the public
and free of charge.' "',
Hoopes teaches both watercolors and
letteririg.His work is known regionally. and he
has had worksseleeted by the Idaho Watercolor
Society to Participate in ~~nualtraveling
vi
A
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m, Watercolorlandscapesand acrylic realistic
and abstraetartworks will be on display in the
BSU Museum of Art in the LiberalArts '
BuildingthroUgh Oct. 21.,"
Billiard exhibition
An exhibition of skill and trick shots will be
given by Nick Varner, world champion member
of the Billiard Congress of America, at 11 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 17 in the Student Union Building
of Boise State University. Admission is free. For
further information, contact the BSU
Recreation Center at 385-1456.
Russian Awareness
Week
Films, lectures, and a public conference will
highlight Russian Awareness Week at BSU, Oct.
17~23.Events will be held at BSU and the Boise
Public Library.
"What About the Russians? ." a two-day
conference, will cap off the week, Sept. 20 and
21. The keynote address will be given by former
Senator Frank Church in the SUB Ballroom at 8
p.rn., Oct. 21.
Lectures and workshops will fill the last day
of the conference. All events are free and open
to the public.
Planned Parenthood
autumn celebration
Planned Parenthood will hold its annual
meeting and Autumn Celebration on Friday,
Oct. 14, at the Bishop's House at the Old
Penitentiary .
The festivities include refreshments,door
prizes and an auction.
Tickets are $6.50 per person, and will be sold
through Oct. 10. For more information, call
345-0839.
"Death of a Salesman"
Tickets for the BSU theatre department's
production of "Death of a Salesman" will go on
sale Oct. 5 at the BSU box office.
Reservations for the 8: 15 p.m. performances
Oct. 12-15 in the SPEC can be made by calling
385-1462 weekdays, between the hours on and
6p.m. .
The 1949 Pulitzer Prize play ran for a record
742 performances on Broadway during its .
premiere. Since than, Arthur Miller's tragedy
has been revived in New York and recently
toured the People's. Republic. of China.
The BSU version will be directed by Charles
Lauterbach, chairman of the theatre arts
department, and will star BSU students Rod
Wolfe and Louann Blome in the lead roles of'
salesman Willy Loman and his wife, Linda.
"DeLariosworkshop
Los Angellis ceramicist, Dora De Larios. will
present a clay workshop at BSU Oct. 6-7 in
room 150 of the Liberal Arts Building. The two
day event will begin at 9:30 a.m. both days and a
$20.fee will be charged to cover the costs. BSU
faculty and students will be admitted free.
Registration is on a first' come basis at the door
Oct •.6.. .
show.... ." .. ' _.' .Killmaster-i~Qationally 'known"for his worK. itl
vitreous enamel,since he is.one of the few
Americans working in that area. His works in
enamel and acrylics have been exhibited in .
major museums throughout the country.
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Arranged images
by Russ P. Markus
The UniversityNews Art
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Similarly, Meridel Rubenstein's palladi-
um prints comment on the camera's ability
to capture memories.
This exhibition is the culmination of five
years of work on the part of its curator,
Sandy Harthorn. Harthorn, who is the
Boise Gallery of Art's curator/registrar,
assembled the show here. After it closes
Nov. 6, it will go on tour to the Cheney
Cowles Memorial Art Museum in Spokane, .
Wash., and then to the Yellowstone Art
Center in Billings, Mont., next fall.
Harthorn should be commended for her
insight and dedication to this new and
trend-setting art form.. .
Three of the artists represented in the
exhibit, Marsha Burns, Reed Estabrook
and Mark McFadden, will be at the gallery
Thursday, Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. for a panel
discussion on issues in contemporary
photography.
The exhibit will be fascinating to anyone
with an interest in the future trends of
American art, and, for photographers, it is
a .unique opportunity to view the original.
works of the top arranged-image photo-
graphers in the country.
Exciting, intriguing, disquieting .:....the
Arranged Image Photography exhibit cur-
rently at the Boise Gallery of Art represents
the cutting edge of contemporary artistic
photography.
The artists presented in the exhibit have
discarded the traditional functions of
photography (documenting actuality or
emulating painting), to create original, and
sometimes bizarre, images. These photo-
graphers control all aspects of their work.
The subject matter is staged to create social
statements or questions about reality.
The tour de force of the exhibit is Sandy
Skoglund's Maybe Babies. Blue and-purple
babies float through black space in a
haunting statement about the future of our
nuclear and chemical society.
Judy Dater's self portrait series is
comical, at first. But upon closer examina-
tion it reveals a powerful insight into the
way American culture encourages women
to see themselves. .
Many of the works in this exhibit make
statements about the art of photography
itself. The prints of Reed Estabrook and
Mark McFadden are arranged and colored
to force the viewer's eye to see three-dimen-
sional space as two-dimensional, a phe-'
nomenon of photography most photo-
graphers try to overcome ..
'Affair of the Heart'
Music' ..
By Ann Heater
Tire UniversityNews
Exciting. Energetic. Powerful. Rick
Springfield.
Nearly 9,000 concertgoers witnessed the
australian rock star at his best Sunday The Quarterflash visible Sunday 'pre-
evening at the BSU Pavilion. sented itself as a well-oiled machine,
"Smoke fille(t.tlle •.~tflgeas a synthesizer mature and confident in its craft.
echoed and a curtain went up to reveal The group's' second album features a
Springfield silhouetted in the spotlight, greater variety of music, and-is different in
towering above the crowd. A power-chord style and arrangement than the first album.
guitar began the hit, "Affair of the Marv Ross, who wrote most of the original
Heart," and the volume rose quickly, to an album, is helped out by Rindy Ross and
almost overpowering level during the next Jack Charles on the band's second effort.
few numbers. At times it distorted the New music included in the show were
music. songs' such as "Eye To Eye" and "Shakin'
The loudness of the band, along with TireJinx. "
Springfield's stage presence created an "The Monotones", (the Quarterflash
electric atmosphere throughout the arena. road crew), dressed in trenchcoats and hats,
"The fabulous Eels," Springfield's helped out on background vocals on the
back-up band, provided flawless ac- latter song.
companiment, enhancing the strong vocal The current single, .. Take Me To
abilities of the star. Heart," and a top album cut entitled "It
A multi-faceted artist, Springfield com- Don't Move Me," featured Rindy Ross on
poses and produces his music as well as saxophone and vocals, and Marv Ross and
playing the power-chord electric guitar Jack Charles on electric guitars.
evident in most of his songs. The distinctive qualities of the band are
Hit after hit, Springfield strutted across due to the contributions of Rindy Ross.
the stage, jumping on speakers, spinning Ross's voice is pleasing to the 'ear and her
and kicking-in constant motion. His prowess as a vocalist is much improved.
audience also was in constant motion, Her other contribution is a catchy, unique
clapping, dancing and following every style on the saxophone.
movement Springfield made. Another band member contributing new
Songs performed included "Two Souls," ideas is Jack Charles. Charles performed
."Allison", "I Get Excited", "What Kind the only true ballad in Sunday's show, as .
of Fool Am I", and "Carry Me Away",· well as performing hard-driving rock and
The hit "Human Touch" had the mostly roll. .
female audience in rapture as Springfield The other members contributing to the
moved suggestively to the beat. steady hard-driving performance of the
After playing for an hour, Springfield band were bassist Rich Gooch, drummer
sang "Don't Talk To Strangers" and "I've Brian David Willis and keyboardist Rick
Done EverythingFor You", then exited the DiGiallonardo.
stage. Hits performed Sunday from the group's
But a thunderous five-minute ovation debut album included "Valerie," which
prompted an encore. "Jessie's Girl" and opened the show, "Right Kind Of Love,"
"Living In Oz" ended a top-caliber, "Find Another Fool," and the smash.
emotionally and physically draining per- "Harden My Heart." .
formance for Springfield, and his audience. Quarterflash ended its flawless 50-minute
The Portland-based band Quarterflash, show with "Take Another Picture.' their
serving as.the.opening act-for -Springfieldj··- :·~tourc..theme.. Duri.ng~the~&Orig,---Rindy._-Ro=.~
got the concertoff to Iigoodstart.· and a member of the "Monotones" took
The group' first performed in Boise in polaroid pictures and threw them to the
February' 1982, promoting its self-titled crowd; .. ' .. . . '. ' . '
debut album. But Quarterflash of .1983 is The chemistry between the musicians, lis
not the same band.. '. well' as their individual. talents,' is turning
This time around Quarterflash is Jouring . Quarterflash into one of the best recording
for" its .second album, "Take Another and performing llcts around. . . .
Picture." .
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Week. and he also received a nomination
for Big Sky Player of the Week.
Freshman Quarterback Hazsen Choates
was 6 of 10 for 114 yardsiitthe Broncos
27-3 victory .. Choates connected with one
TD pass and rushed for 48 yards. He was
named Offensive Player of the Week by the
BAA in his first starting assignment as a
Bronco. "Hazsen did a very good job. We
kept it as simple as possible so that we
would not put him in any difficult
situations the first time out and he
responded quite well. " Setencich com-
mented.
Senior Tony Massagli leads the Big Sky
Conference in field goals. with I I. The
Bronco kicker ranks second among all
l-AA schools. His 44 points .nake him the
second leading scorer in the Big Sky
Conference.
The Bronco Defense is rated number I in-
the Big Sky Conference, allowing just 278.6
yards per game. Among all I-AA schools
the Broncos rank 26th in total defense.
Leading the Bronco's defensive efforts are
Michel Bourgeau with 38 tackles •. Carl _
Keever with 66, and Butch Fisk with 44. All
three are in the top four in their respective
categories of' the conference defensive
statistics.
The Broncos average attendance of
17,087 makes them the most watched team
in the conference by nearly 5.000 fans per
game.
Sports briefs
Football notes
First year head football coach Lyle
Setencich has been named to the 1983
Lombardi Award National Selection Com-
mittee. The committee is made up of
prominent coaches. sports writers, and'
announcers from allover the country. Each
year .the group selects an athlete to be
named "College Lineman of the Year."
Setencich joins such notables as Joe
Paterno. Penn State, Gerry Faust s .Notre
Dame. Lou Holtz, Arkansas and the
UNR's Chris Ault as a member of the
committee. The award will be presented on
December 8 at the 14th annual Lombardi
Award Dinner in Houston.
Running back Rodney Webster received
a nomination for Big Sky Conference
Player of the Week for his performance in
the Bronco's vicotry over highly rated
Cal-Poly SLO. The senior from Richmond
Calif. ran 21 times for 114 yards and two
touchdowns. Webster currently leads the
Big Sky in rushing with an average of 88
yards per game. .
Also gaining recognition was BSU free
safety David Snow. Snow's accomplish-
ments against the Mustangs included two
interceptions. a fumble recovery and a
quarterback sack. "David played an
exceptional game," Setencich said. "He is
just an outstanding athlete that has a good
nose for the football." The BAA named
Snow Bronco Defensive Player of the
Volleyball
The BSU Volleyball team will return to
their home. court to face two MWAC
8th St. Market Place
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"The gift of expression"
• Transfers~T~Shirts Discount
• Idaho Transfers
• Special Orders for Group
groups, clubs, Greeks Orders
• Gift Canning-the peek-
proof. gift wrap for' aU" j44~9814
occasions!
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BREAKFAST storts at 730 o.rn LUNCH at' I 00
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, Cappuccino
-Boqels.
·Homemade Soups
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Salad Bar
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Monday Through Fnday 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
~atl-rday B:OOo.m, to 5:30 p.m. Closed Sunday
Homemade Pastries
and More!
WESTY SEZ: "HEY, BRONCOS!"
TRY OUR NEW GAME ROOM
"PINS & POCKETS"
OR
BOWL A GAME
\tAvESTGATEulAi~ES
. .
1790 WESTGATE DRIVE
BOISE
376-6555
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opponents this week. The Broncos met
Portland State on Monday. Oct. 3 in their
first away game in more than two weeks.
Results of the match were. not available at
press time.'
Boise State. undefeated in the Pavilion
this season, will meet Weber State on Oct.
6, and Idaho State on Oct. 8. Both games
will start at 7:30 p.m.
The Bronco spikers, riding a feur-game
winning streak. defeated Eastern Washing-
ton 16-14. 15-9, 6-1(i. and 15-13 last
Thursday night. The Broncos then came
back with a victory over the University of
Idaho on Saturday for their sixth con-
secutivewin. Katrina Stein was named
Orange Aids Volleyball player of the week
for her performances in the two games.
Hockey club
There will be an organizational meeting
for the Boise State Ice Hockey Club this
Friday, Oct. 7. The meeting is scheduled to
take place at 3 p.rn. in the Clearwater
Room in the Student Union Building.
The group's function is to promote ice
hockey and to compete with other colleges
and teams. It is open to all full and part
time students, faculty and staff. The
Hockey Club is the only one o(its kind in
Idaho.
New members are being sought by the
club and anyone who may be interested in
joining is encouraged to attend the meeting.
For more information on the BSU Ice
Hockey Club, call 344-5183.
Cross ..country
The Boise 'State Cross-country team ran
in the College of. Southern Idaho Invita-
tional last Thursday. Sept. 29 in Twin Falls;
Top women harriers for BSU .at Twin
Falls were Tresa Wimmer; who had atenth
'place finish with a time of 15:46,· and
Wendy Wolfgram, who finished 15th .in
16:01. The winner of the race, Liz Lynch of
Ricks College. ran the 2.6 mile course in
14:38.1. Weber State finished first in team
points with 33, while the Broncos managed
a fourth place.finish with a score of 88.
Mick Knobel, Eric McManaman,and
Kent Newman led the way for the men's
team, scoring 12th. 13th. and 15th place
finishes respectively. Knobel, a sophomore
from Pendelton, Ore. finished the five mile
run in 26:46. Weber State's Farley Gerber
won the race with a time of 25:21. and the
Wildcats went on to take the team victory
as well. The Broncos took third place in the
meet. .
The first Frisbee "Disc" Golf Classic will
be. co-sponsored by BSU's Intramural
Office and Outdoor Activity Center on
Thursday and Friday. Oct. 20 and 21.
Registration will be at the stone fireplace
behind the' Special Events Center from
2-2:45 p.rn, daily; tee time.is 3 p.m,
Course maps 'and brochures are located
at the OAC in the Student Union Building.
For further information, call 385-1455.
"Disc" golf
While other brewers continue to
sell beer by the ounce, we sell it
POUND
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If it takes five times as long with the one
who doesn't understand it - take it. Get
them to develop a system and to get a little
insight into why they do the things they do.
Q:.Is it your goal to instill confidence in
students?
.A: Yes, and an awareness of art. In the
classes I teach, I go through the whole
business - the division of space, producing
illusion, . going from a two-dimensional
plane to a three-dimensional plane,
perspective, developing ideas about color -
what it is, how you can help yourself with.
it.
Art is logical. It's very much like
mathematics or anything else we take. Once
a person understands that it's logical then
you have certain tools that the uninitiated
don't have. Getting through the belief
system is quite a deal.
Q: Once you master the tools, then your'
creativity can be expressed?
A: As long as you have the confidence.
Q: What concepts do you stress for future
elementary and high school teachers?
A: I have to teach them to be judges of art
by instilling a certain confidence in them
and teach the stuff - So that teachers can
teach it instead of just going out and saying
it's fun. If you've got talent,doit,and if
you don't, on to physical education or
whatever.
It is important to prepare them (students)
so that when they go out art isn't just fun
and games any longer.
It's something that is practical and
enjoyable.
The joy of art comes from being able to
do things that you never thought you could
do before. That's what raises our. self-
esteem.
Q: How do you feel about higher
education? . .
A: Education is an enigma to a certain
'degree,but there are people in the
education field trying to get people to set
priorities and look at their goals, directions
and purposes. Education has billions and
"I'trytomake students understand they have a belie/system."
by Jessie Faulkner -
The University News
Elmo Benson, assistant art professor,
.intructs future instructors. This semester he
.teaches Elementary School Art Methods
and Secondary School Art Methods. In an
interview with The University News
reporter Jessie Faulkner, Benson talks
about teaching art.
Q: What isyour role in the art department?
A: I'm mainly the art education person
here. All of my degrees are in education.
My bachelor's is a bachelor's of science in
art, my master's is a master's of science
education, and mydoctorate is a doctorate
of education with a cognitive field in
psychology. .
Q: Do you apply all the different disciplines
you've studied to teaching art?
A: Everything you know influences every-
thing you teach. I teach as .much mind
bending as I do art. That's how I learned to
paint. Simply because I knew I could.
Q: What do you mean by "mind bending?"
A: The first thing you have to do is to show
them (the students) how strong their value
system is. They'll put down what they know
rather than what they see. That's a big
problem in art.
First of all you have to get them to
believe they have the ability to do it because
most people believe they don't. Everybody.
can do it. The psychology (background) is
good for me because it made me realize
what our potential is.
Q:Can a person fail?
A: There is an ability to produce when a
person gets the right kind of belief system.
That's the biggest thing to try to teach
everybody ..
If you've got anyone in your class you're
not teaching to·· .that's part of your job ~
you're failing. He's not failing. You're
failing.
We've never taught teachers that. Save
them all, pull them all out of the muck .
.Sports briefs
A 2.2 mile fun run is being sponsored by
the BSU Intramural and Recreation De-
partment.
The run is scheduled to start at 5:30.p.m.
on Oct. 13.
The race will be run around the campus
area and is open to all BSU students,
faculty . and staff members: Idaho
Association of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation .and Dance convention-goers .
. also are invited to participate.
Entry forms for the fun run can be
obtained at either the.Intramural offices at
entrance 3 of the Pavilion or the SUB
information desk. All participants are
encouraged to preregister.. although entry
forms also will be accepted on the day of
the race. There iSM entry fee: .
There will be five age groups and an
unrestricted-age team category. Teams will
consist of two male and two female
runners. The age groups are 18-24.25-29,
3~39, 40-49, and 50 and over. 'T-shirts will
be awarded to the top man and woman in
each age group as well as for the team with
the best combined time. In addition,
.T.-shirts .will be given to the male and
female runner who best estimate the time it
will take them to complete the course.
Intramural deadlines
.EntrYf()rl1ls-'f()r~inU'amurai' Speedball;
Tug·of~War, Ultimate Frisl>e.e,Racquetball
are due onWednesday,Oct. 12. The forms
maybe picked up aethe 1M/Recreation
office located in' thePaVilio~.' Competition
in these. intramural activities will. begin on
Oct. 17;withthe.e;cception of the
Tug~of-War,which will start on OCt. 19.
For more details. on BSU lntramurals, call
.the Campus Recreation Office at385~1131.,. .. ,' .:' - . ' ~,.. '. - . ' .. - . ' ' ..
"There's an ab Ity jo produce when a person gets tbe right kind of belief system. That's the
biggest thing to try to teach everybody," says Elmo Benson. Photo by Russ P. Markus.
billions of dollars pumped into it, but it
doesn't have any priorities, purposes and
goals. The people at the bottom end of the
spectrum, the grade schooland high school
teachers ... do have priorities and do have
goals.
That's why I try to get them, the
students, to see. As much as teaching them
to do art, I try to make them. understand
they have a belief system to begin with and
maybe they ought to get a little insight and
evaluate it to find out what is really in
there;
I don't want tllt:1l1.to havemy goals
because I may be wrong, but I would like
them to see they have a belief system.
Q: Do you like your work?
A: This is a bigger job than I thought it was
when I first came into it. 1had an awful lot
to learn in organizing and prioritizing and
finding out what your purposes are.
. We do all kinds of things around here. I
did a portrait of President John Keiser that
is hanging over the student union.
Q: Do you create for your own pleasure?
A: I actually have something going all the
time ..Right now I'm staying in watercolor.
because I teach watercolor.
New And N~teworthy•••
The Musical
Fireworks Of
Roman Holliday.
The Real Macaw.
The Ultimate
Graham Parker
Album.
Roman Holliday's rousing
comblnatl9nof pop, rockablily
and swing Is a cause for
celebration I Their debut album,
Cookln' filEaThe ~Includes
their spirit hit" By,"
.and much more of their
dazzlingly originalsound thafll
have you jumping with jive •
On his new album, The Raal
Macaw,Graham ~
continues to generate the
most originaland gratlfylng
rock ana roll this slde of the
. equator.
$687--.. .... ~ .-, ..... ---- .... ~~----.
Sale Priced
12'22 Broadway Ave:
support guild ineach area andase~son
ticket 'subscription series currently . only ,
.available .'in. BOise/Spokane and-Coeur
.d'Alene." ..-. .
As part of the expansion, the' performing
arm of the company. moved its rehearsal
quarters to Boise in 1982; Shelton said-the
reasons for the move hadtodo with tfie
. ballet's need fora strong .local base of
support to finance touring.
He said thai locating in: Boise gave the
.company access to the largest population
center in Idaho: forraudiences.rand also
placed it. near the state government, which
provides some financial support. .
Theatre-e- ........~-~
continued from page 7 ':.
if the" proposaJ to directly .:fund. the
. productions .'.without 'recourse to senate
politics is approved: . '. .
• Students wiII be given twodays tomake
, reservations. for the productions before
tickets go on sale to the general. public. . .
., • The nl0ney currently allocated by the:
senate forvproduciions by the' theatre
department would be available to supple-
ment and expand jhe budgets of other
semite-controlled clubs, organizations and
-activities. '
•. Students will be admitted free to
theatre department productions. Currently ,'"
studentspay.Sz to attend a production. ,"If
they attend just.one production a year,!t
(the $1 increase) will have paid for itself,"
Jung notes.
Historically, about half the members of
the audience of a production are students..
Jung says, so admitting students free will
cost thedepartment an estimated $2,000 in
lost revenue from each play's ticket sales.
But, Jung says, in the past, half of all the .
revenue from tickets went to the theatre
department. and half went to ASBSU.
Under the conditions of the referendum, all
the revenue.from ticket sales now will go to .
the theatre department. "It should just
about balance out," Jung says.
Jung says the senate has approached the
potential loss of budgetary control over the
theatre department "positively."
."It becomes a real hassle. This removes a'
lot of temptation to be fighting every
year," Jung says.
"Sometimes, student government gets
wrapped up in who they should be
controlling. Frankly, I'd rather see it (the
senate) focus its concerns on things like
parking, and other issues, rather than
hassle about things like this."
Jung also defended the use of ASBSU
funds to finance projects under the
direction of an academic department by
noting that no money for productions is
made available by the state, and a
precedent already exists with the "$17 or
$18 a semester the athletic department
gets" from student fees.
Jung also claims that while the referen-
dum removes control over theatre .depart- '
ment productions from the senate, students
stillwill retain a form. of control over :ttie'
department. "If the students don't attend
(the plays),' it will tell the .department
, something.'l!U~~r1Y·',. .'
No' identifiable opposition has surfaced
so far to the referendum, which requires a
simple majority' to pass in the general-
election.
Zirra-. --".-------
condnuedfrom'front paRe
stage; 'we dOll't havethewingspace or
flyspace for the set." .
"If we cando . the classical. ballets,"
Shelton says, "the shows with commercial -
appeal, then we'll begin to build a. rapport
with the audience, and maybe draw some of
them back to see the repertory ballets; what
Maruis call 'ballets for the soul'."
"If we can do that," he says, "then we
will have .fulfilled the cornpany'sgoalof
bringing live dance performance to people
who may nothaveexperienced it before."
, The dance' school"'fun 'by AFB win
provide financial-support. and publicity for
the ballet company, according to Shelton ..
Al,:le tender age of II years, AFB is
recognized. as one. of the most extensive
touring companies in the United States, and
is beginning a brave' new expansion,
according to Management Director John
Shelton.
Originally founded as Ballet Folk of
Moscow, the company was the project.of
two graduate students at the University of
Idaho, Carl Petrick and JeanetteAllyn ..
The idea was to provide a local outlet for
dancers" creative energies, and to simul-
taneously bring dance theatre to the small
and often culturally isolated communities
of northern Idaho, Shelton says.
"Within five' years, Ballet Folk had
developed into a fu II, non-profit corpor-
ation," Shelton says, "and toured allover
the'counlry;--u'Tlten; in 1978; the-driving
forces, founders Petrick and Allyn, left the
company.
Petrick became the director of the Idaho
Commission on the Arts, and Allyn began a
career as a professional dancer.
Stephen Wist rich took over the role of
the company's artistic director, and
Elizabeth "Betsy" Rowc-Wistrich became
the head choreographer.
Renamed the American Festival Ballet,
the company's focus changed from folk-
theatrical dance to classic and contem-
pcrary European dance.
-\FB began a four-tour season, which it
still runs. In the intermountain com-
munities, three performances are held. A
fall repertory, the Nutcracker at Christmas,
a spring repertory done on tour in the
Pacific Northwest, and a national tour also
is held in the spring.
By 1980, according to Shelton, it became
evident that AF:'3Wasgoing to need a .larger
base of support than could be found in the
smallcommuni~iesofnorthern'Idah.o. The
company. designed. a five-year' plan, which
currently is in its third year.
The plan will expand the ballet's base of
support ".over a' nine. _community. inter-
mountain networkvMoscow-Pullman,
Lewiston-Clarkston, Coeurd' Alene, Twin
Falls, Idaho Falls,Pocatello, Sun Valley,.
Boise and Spokane were chosen as the
network's community bases.
The company's support system includes a
regional board of directors with members .
.from ieach of the nine communities; a
,.....,....,.......----:;'-'--.-.....----.....--.....---.....---.....---1.
American F·e~tlval Billlet in Rehearslli. Photo by Russ P. Markus.
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Come in and
Bowl 2 Lines and Get the 3rd Line
\", FREE ~L)}!.-~. 14'[)
~ '-(1 coupon per person) ~ .
Must present coupon before Nov. 1,1983 :.
TWENTIETH CENTURY BOWLING LANES, INC. ~r-------~~-----------l. Collister Center ,&~
~ Name -- I 4712 W. State 342":8695 . ~
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.1.;1 .';;::'''SECOND HAND ROSE
...... "" 'gently used clothing
for the well-dressed'
good selection of always a half-price
new, modern sale room!
jewelry in popolar
colors!
8515 fairview ave,
377-2184
(next IU the Midway drive-ln theater)
Bring in this ad for a tO%discount
-f~~~~----~lli;p~~k~Fi~F;ti~~~~~~~l····REN;-·A·WASH·ER·~·r·DRYER···1
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"
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly. payments for
placing posters on campus.' Bonus based on,
results.iPrlzesnwarded as well. 800-526-
0883.
Towed on sight. BSU has been notified
thatcarsparking in the American Legion
parking lot will be towed on sight.
, .
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
OVERSEAS! All'fields, all levels. Graduat-
ing seniors are encouraged to apply now .
For details,please send a self-addressed,
stamped, long envelope to: FRIENDS OF
WORLD TEACHING, P.O. Box 1049,
San Diego,CA 92112-1049
GOLD MINE!! You are surrounded by
people who want and need sweaters like our
imported, hand-knitted, 100 iiercent wool
sweaters and jackets, You can sell them at
half of market price and make $20.00 each.
Misty Taylor, 865 Oak haven Dr., Roswell, '
Georgia 30075.
ASBSU ELECTIONS!!! October 11th,
and 12th. Support your Student Govern-
ment. VOTE!!!!!
Latin American Studies Group OcL 6th.
Caribou Room in the SUB 3 p.m. Topic:
Social Conditions in Mexico.
~~8ce
will not appear the.
week of October 10
(due to midterm exams).
The next issue ' .<
will be October 19.
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WITH 'l(oiA' ~~CAIA~~
VO(i('(lE17IAOftA GOO'?
~6N17 •••• so~r~ JU~T. '
~1AVAS~IEiN~
by Don Rubin
That's rlib!. Okay, let's
push that pizza tray out 01 the
, way and really get serious,
Just enter YODr soluUons or
the keyboard at thebollom 01
the machJne. And Bcareful.
@ 111'83United Feaiure Syndiclliet. Inc.
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Complete Volkswagen Service
Since 1963
Jeff's Volkswagen Specialties
4433 Adorn'
Gordl"I1C,ty Idaho 376·4686
TIlWEJER LANES
~-_···~_.iJ
Nurl)' all rhe : rrron
invo)vc-./t'C'PS !I,Z9 and 27 11M
l;nlt.ot.It'1:I.tbou.j:b.~o_f
thfo Ibm' eeee movln& teven
OOCt'ltodruant'xltforthto
InIpptod blld. Jott'p. Slrn- Ibt'
flnt rlrs had to tit movtd in
',niOl. wro ~uspt'rt Pft'plr 'tl!
-.t"Otnpt'lItd til l'Oll1inuco doto.
liO. Dutt'bcd.Ibc'lOlulion and
)'00'11 see It wur,"1 MC,'tUlIrY
Vou hid to movt' ./ft'pI !Z.
U.3Q.31.:1.z&. III. 16.t.to.
11,12.3.4 ..6.11,16.1'.:6 ...21,
30.31. ZZ. nand 16'.101.1101
. n move'S' to It'l tM bl~d
~pout
The first three (3) persons eorrectl~'
solvinl: the 'real puzzle" and take
solution 10 THE
IINIVERSITV NEWS
office (2nd floor SliRI will receive a
llronco-Ranier T-Shirt from
RAINIER !JEER..,~.
• .. Ja>,' M ,.._~. ~w:
WS~DNCOS
4860 EMERALD AVE' BOISE.IDAHO 83706 336·9420
BSU STUDENT RATES
$1.05 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY ,8:30 to5:00,p.m.
GVMMal'e
BOISE,IDAHO
Tired of overbrowding,
try· Boise's 'Finest. '
Bodybuilding
& Free Weight Gym
Female
SPECTACULAR FALL DISCOUI\rr
3M'o - $5900 Reg. -$7000
.....····6~·"ltG ·$9:90o·R1::g.':--$-1290P··
HOURS
M.W.F~6:30 ..9
Tue.,-Thur. 9 -9:
Sat~-9· 6
.Closed 'Sun
P Planned· Parenthood
4301 Frank lin Rd,
confidential se.rvices:
birth control
pregnancy, tests
counseling & referrals
.' gyne.cologicc,d,~~(]Jl'L~. . .
fees based on,income/day'and ,eveningclinic~
Call 345-0760 6505,Ustick·Mt .•View Center
322.-:74lS:
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Learning the librCiry'involves plenty of legwork
thlitmost college professor~ lire' "pi~k~('
favoring ~heSoviet Union,. China ..and
. Since 'yOUhav~ chosen not to pUblish a Cuba. This delusion.of"communist brain-
.Faculty-salaries-need tobe.-aisedtc;levels of comaparable institutions.In-the " 'SociologyClubrejoinder to you editorial, 'washing';isas out ofdate as the old picture'
region. TheldahoAssociationo( Commerce and IndustrycTaskF.orceon.Hi~he~· . "Fan Club, or: foi:um?':', and since, you of the bearded Bolshevik, carrying a bomb.:
Educatiop'recommends salary.incre.ases as a. means of iiriproving thequa\i~y'(jf' have .chos~n,;topubUsh· Professo~,.tl~; '. As a matter of fact, all .•the,cQHege
higher'e<{ucadon in Idaho; Ex:~ijiiilation of faculty. sal~es shows. som~:'.o~:t~e... Fritchritaritsre~~baiting letter,;~iiita.e . teachers that) know are jUStBSpatriotic·8i(.
n~ason.·s:.·.W.).....1· '>l.".1.:.a.~£a.d._..emials not .'.~.·...,:."e.' ..~..o..' 'p.'.. ..u),llr~ careerch ..pic~.:•{..p.,...r ;.:.· .•., .~.h..ose with d~~O...r. ;,~.a.:,.~.e.,...s.....··· ,Ronald~eag~·;~d)oseph·M.cCarihY· . those who wave.'fJags~They' do, as 'the~
- . ..1' . . . - ":duringthe)9S0's;';'r feel cOmpl;lred)tQ~. should, poiritoui where the U.S. has'roilHe:
now as;Jt;:.onc~~as·x:::;.\;; ',' '~:1';}'"," ..'.,J.; .... ;, .express·mY:·\·Y1~f··abO\i(you(;S~rl()iis.··· errors';butthis:does'not' 'make ihem~
An~artt~t~~i~;the Chronicle~W;dlftherEducQ!i~n(:n_t.%~e~t"~orsenipg"Jlo~:P;nusinterpietliti()n-rofthe"SOCiolo8Y"::Cfui:,' uri-American. .':.... .... ···'c'.':~,
Job Miu:kef~~I)<lsMany O~t of:,~£~de~e" contamsa cll,~,~howmg.the m~re~,Jtlg •. ~Brown~Bagey.enL::·· . .-> ;, ",,:' I say "BiJlly forthe ..US~' butnaf fora'
gap betweeJi,taculty salanes nationwIde; and the Cons\lmer Pnce Inde~,.·ln· First: Piofe&~or' Phoebe LiJlldy.wa~. . rabble-rousing editor. Unless th~ faculty
I976-7f the difference between:Cacultysalaries and theCPI was 10 points; 1o asked to present, aS8ccurately and precise- can express opinions, without McCarthy-
)982~83that gllphad widened to 60 points. This means,tlult'teachers watch~dthe ; Iy as possible,' ilie',Soviet Union's inter- type accusations, there is no academic
purchasingpoweroftheir salaries decrease.. . pretation oftheKorean Airliner event. She freedom.
The situation at BSU is bad because of a lack of salary increases. .' '. did notsneak'it ioas your editorial implies.
Certain inequities exist in the amount paid to BSU faculty because of a lack of I think your suggestion that Professor
salary increases. For example, Professor X, hired in 1967 ispresently paid $19,50<>: Lundy was sneaking in a pro-Soviet
Professor Y, hired in )975 and with similar degrees and experience as Professor X, interpretation is correlated to Professor
is paid $19,500. A professor hired today with similar qualifications would get Fritchman'sassertionlhat "active
$21,000. '.' .'. . . .... . apologists for Russia..lurk behind many
I I' office doors and· posture behind manyThings aren't bad just at BSl}. The task force tomparesIdaho facu ty sa anes lecterns." This way of thinking, common
with otner Northwestern colleges in its recommendations, stating that a professor to those who practice the politics .ofthe
in a public four-year institution in Idaho earned on average between 86 an~ 92 radical right, has the effect of stifling the
percent of what a colleague earned at a peer institution out of state. . . very thing thatmakes the U.S. a democratic
The overall effects of low faculty salaries include a lowering of morale, which is society--open, rational debate of important
difficult to measure. Low salaries do contribute to faculty leaving BSU for ...world events;
employment in business. and government. Offering lower salaries than other Second: Ms. Jones "Editorial" suggests
colleges makes hiring good, teachers difficult. . .that the BStj SociologyClub is a fan club
Raising faculty salaries would .raise the quality of education in Idaho.: In·of Professor Lundy's. In this kind of
addition, implementing salary increases based on merit would enourage teachers t.o suggestion we see. the· same serious dis-
give students the attention they need, and let theJ!l know that extra effort IS tortion of reality observed in the notion
. that there are "apologists for Russia".
appreciated. lurking around campus. Some tiny little
minds don't seem to be able to distinguish
an attempt at explanation and the making
of apologies: Moreover, the student mem-
bers of the Sociology Club, in my
judgement, represent some of the most
critical, intelligent minds on this campus.
But they do no accept definitions of social
reality without question. They do not
accept "Cold-war propaganda" as truth.
They do not think that democracy means,
"America, right or wrong!" They do not
think that the practice of democracy means
"Waving the flag.'"
On the contrary, sociology students are
. trained to question the validity of inter-
pretations, even those made by the Radical
Right, through the practice of sociological
research, They are trained to question, in a
systematicway, the various interpretations
of social reality, through the disciplined use
of empirical reason.
Student survival n ','
". ,
Faculty pay'istoolowat BSU
Josephine Jones
Editor
Letters to the editor
. .
Fancl b events such as the plane incident. For Ms.
Jones to imply that sociology students at
BSU represent a "fan club" is untrue.
Moreover; Ms. Jones misrepresented Pro-
fessor Lundy's intrepretation of what
happened. She responded to this question
with great skill and knowledge. At' each
stage of the presentation the audience
engaged in lively and open discussion' of
Professor Lundy's statements. All sides of
tlie controversial event were represented in
the statements made and questions posed
by the audience.
Wecan only conclude thalMs. Jones was
more interested. in setting forth her mis-
interpretation of what Professor .Lundy
"seemed" to say than accurately and
. precisely presenting what actually
happened at the meeting.
AngelineKearnsBlain
SociologyClub
In referen e to Josephine Jones editorial
opinion ex ressed in "Forum or Fan·
Club?" (TIle University' News, Sept. 14,
1983), the Sociology Club of BSU takes
issue with her attack on Professor Phoebe
Lundy attd. her characterization of the
Sociology Club as a fan club. Professor
Lundy was invited to discuss'the shooting
down of the Korean airliner by the Soviet
Union becauseof her scholarly background
in Russian history. Furthermore, Professor
Gregory Raymond, a politcal scientist, was
also invited to be part of the discussion. He
was unable to take part in the discussion
. due to his conflicting class schedule.
Sociology is a disc,iplinedevoted to the
interpretation of world events and issues
that have important consequences for
society. Therefore, it requires open and
rational discussion of important . world
Respectfully,
MichaelBlain, PhD.
Asst. Prof. of Sociology
John A. Caylor
Professor of History
Hyperbole
Editor:
If his recent letter to The University
News is characteristic of hisstyle, Profes~or
Fritchman deservesto be recognized for his
skill in the use. of hyperbole. Not so
amusing, however, is his gift for innuendo ..
His irresponsibleand groundles~.in.§jnua-
tions reek (if ) may borrow a term from
Professor Fritchman's memorable prose)
of McCarthyism.
Favor us, sir, with your praise of the
United States, for you are, after all, one
who dwellsin the"groves of academe"-and
who has every right and opportunity to
enlighten the rest of us. But please refrain
from the kind of unsubstantiated charges
that filled your letter. .
Full professors should know,better than
to engage in .morally and ,Intellectually
indefensible practices such as character
assassination, however large .the target.
i'
, Ja~es H, Maguire
AssociateProfessoro~ En~lish(~SU)
Policy .
Rabble ..rousing editor
Letters to':ibe'~clito'rshould b~ typed,
doubll;-spaced,and preferably no longer
than 500words. The lettersmust be' -
signedand a telephonenumber provided
for our verification procedures.
The University News reservesthe right
to edit letters for spelling,grammar,
punctuation, length (if the letters exceed
500words) and content. We reserve the
rightto eliminate potentially libelous
statements and material not ge'rmaneto
the intent of the letter. Allefforts willbe
made to accuratelypreservethe content
of the letter. .
I was astonished by the letter headed
"Kind Word for US" by a respected and
knowledgeablemember of the faculty. It is
based on a false assumption, held by many, .
Campus briefs
Books donated
.Elsie Gossett of Gooding has given Boise
State University 2,SOOvolumes 'from the
library of her latehusband, Judge James P.
Gossett.
TimothyBrown, the university librarian;
says the "collection is an exceptional gift,
both in terms of the depth and breadth of
subject coverage and inthe fact that nearly
40 percent of its titles are not dUPlicated in
the BSU Library's current holdings."
The Gossett library is particularly rich in
U.S. history and political science, world
literature, South American Indians, China,
Tibet and Russia. It was presented to the
University by Terri Iwakiri of Gooding
Gossett's' niece and a freshman at BSU.
Gossett, who' died in 1974, wrote a
weekly newspaper column for 23 years.
Kathie Brack, an independent book
appraiser has nearly completed an evalua-
tion of the collection, which now covers
three walls of the Library's third floor
classroom. Once the appraisalis finished,
the staff will begin the lengthy process of
adding several hundred new titles and select
duplic!!t~stQJhe Library's holdings.
BSU will offer any volumes not needed
for its own collection to the College of
Southern Idaho and other institutions.
.J
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Say "Ido" to
Zales diamond
wedding specials!
Graduate education
Michael, P. Grady, a researcher on
education and brain/hemisphere theory,
will speak at a 6:30 p.m. dinner meeting of -
the -Boise chapter of Phi Kappa Delta, an
honorary graduate education organization,
on Tuesday, Oct. IS in the SUB at BSU.
Grady is an associate professor of
education and director of the Teacher
Corps program at Saint Louis University.
His other research interests include educa-
tional media, teacher education and human
consciousness.
Gtadytg--'appearanee'will'help .mark :the
chapter's 25th anniversary celebration,
which begins with a no-host cocktail hour
at the Iron Gate on University Boulevard at
5:30 p.m, on Oct. tS." The- cost for th~
dinner is $7.50. Botli events are open to the
public.
To make reservations, or for. more
information, contact Dr. E.C. Frederick at
3S5-3402, or Dr. Al Luke at 334-2165.
,
Solitaires, bridal sets, wedding
bands, duos, trios --: Zales has
them all. Many are even
marked at savings 0£'20% to
25% off their original prices.
And at Zales we offer conve-
nient credit and a 90-day
. refund policy, so ask for details.
Truman scholarship WIN AN
ENCHANTED
WEDDING!
All-expense-paid grand prize
includes:
• Wedding on the Queen Mary
or in your hometown, coor-
dinated bya "Brides Maga-
zine'l.consultant.
• Honeymoon trip on the
Orient Express.
• $10,000 Zales jewelry
wardrobe.
14 additional prizes:
• 7~DayCaribbean cruise.
Air transportation courtesy of
American Airlines. No purchase necessary,
void where prohibited. Sweepstakes ends
Oct. 31. Ask for details at any Zales,
Faculty interested in nominating a stu-
dent for a Harry S. Truman scholarship can
obtain information from William Mech,
director of BSU's honors program, at
Library 4OSG.
The application deadline is Nov. 7.
To be eligible, a student must be a
sophomore pursuing a bachelor's degree,
have at least a "B" average, be in the upper
fourth of his or her class, have selected a
major that will permit admission to a
graduate program leading to a career in
government.ihavc demonstrated an interest
in a career in government, and be
nominated by his or her university.
For more information, contact Mech at,
385-1122.
Editing internships
Applications for the Dow Jones News-
paper Fund's 19S4 Newspaper Editing
Intern-Program for College Juniors are
available through Nov. LDeadline for
completed ..applications is Thanksgiving
Day...' .. ···...,. . .
The Editing .Interri.Prograrrrincludeaa
$700 scholarship and a two-week advanced
editing semipfl1' pefore •tpestuQent'sbegin
th~itsull1me~" jobscopyeqi tillg, at ..news-.
papersand:i1~s'.servi~es;;.:!;, .•.•.•...•.•....
. : SurolU~rJ - .'. ,. yea . Cne\yspapers
""~~"~~-"'- .,_., 'n=adVmig;l;~~~~
, .. "\:":c·;';".-:~
If 0 •
Solitaire,
14 karat gold. $99
Jacket wedding band,
14 karat gold
(Solitaire
not included.)
$299
.~
Solitaire bridal set,
14 karat gold
$399
**~*****~***'************** "":"October 11 and 12 *
treat yourself to an entertainment bargain -*" Vote "YES" for the Theater Arts Dedicated Fee *'* *'~ Receive the following entertainment and cultural benefits for ~
~ only one dollar ($1) per semester ,~*' EACH SEMESTER: *'*' '*FREE ADMISSION to four (4) or more theatre productions (general admission *'
~ value equivalent •. $16 plus) .~ /*'*' *FIRST two days of box office exclusively for STUDENT RESERVATIONS ,*,'
~ * RESERVATIONS for free tickets available to students through ~
~ performance dates ~* Playa vital part in supporting the cultural environment on campus!! *'*' Vote YES: THEATRE ARTS DEDICATED FEE *'*' H *'
~ I
G
~ ENJOY H QUALITY*,* LIVE THEATRE *
~ AT ~
.~,.- _.- -, ,-.
ROCK B*' °T '*T*" "OM ,COST u *' '
*.)fi**,*:.'·***,..****'*',*'*. ·*-,ilf .••*:*,"**'*",**.*,.*'<:~:.'~-;::~,·.i~,"-· '- .::,-.". >:::'-,-.';:h:::~" '-.' '<:'.," ',':""';'<:',:,-'.,-:'-":"',:.:' " _,' ,." ....; _"--,:;,,,,:.,,::--:-:,,~,,::-.,,: .', '.','.:-:",':- }.'"
<~g(J()(l~ ••..'" ,', , ,,' •... ',,m:everylsSUe.
What numbers should you call in an emergency?
How can you save more money on long distance
calls? What dorecent changes in the phone system'
mean to you? "
. The newsletters that come in your phone bill
can answer these questions. They can also let you
know about special phones and services for the--·
handicapped. Tell you how to make a three-way,
conference call. Or even invite you to an open
house at one of our new offices. And there's much
more. .In fact, every month you'll find something
interesting, something useful about our products,
services and procedures. So be sure to give-our
newsletters your complete attention. There's good
reading for you in every issue.
Ior theway you live.
@
Mountain Bell
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